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Teaching Tips The concept of social justice is taught in many college courses across numerous disciplines,
including social work, political philosophy, education, and psychology. Finding ways of exploring social
justice that are meaningful and engaging to students can present significant challenges for any instructor.
While classroom activities often include readings, group discussions, videos, and a variety of evaluations,
songs are often overlooked. Although the most useful instructional approach is one which always incorporates
diverse teaching methods, this article focuses on the use of music. Both authors of this article have taught
courses where music was successfully integrated as a means to explore and understand social justice.
Listening to songs supplemented other readings, discussions, and assignments. Levy used this approach in
undergraduate social work courses on cultural competence and in graduate courses on social work practice
with families. What follows is an overview of the reasons music can serve as a pathway to greater
understanding of social justice and some practical guidelines for implementing this teaching method into your
own classroom. Rationale for Using Music On average, people under 18 years old spend more than six hours
per day interacting with or listening to media Cahill, Of the most commonly used methods to communicate
information, listening to music stands out as an almost daily occurrence in the lives of young adults. One only
needs to walk around for a few minutes on most college or university campuses to see numerous people
listening to music through their phones and other devices. Of course, listening to music does not guarantee
that a student will automatically learn what an instructor intends to teach. In order to maximize the benefits
that justice-oriented songs have to offer, instructors should carefully choose those that are best suited to their
current classroom topics. A list of potential songs and some of the topics they address are included in
Appendix A. Compared to written texts and videos, listening to music offers a few potential advantages. First,
most songs generally last no more than a few minutes. As such, you only have to devote a small portion of
your class time to this activity. Students can easily listen to a song with minimal effort and without needing
time outside of class to complete the task. Secondly, many songwriters are concise with their messages. When
studying the lyrics of most songs, students only have to read a few verses. Not only can these passages be read
in just a few minutes, but the messages are often easy to remember as a result of being so succinct. Lastly,
pairing an important message with enjoyable music can lead someone to listen to those ideas over and over,
not because they have to, but because they actually want to. Certainly music does not replace the value of
books, articles, and videos. However, it does offer a worthwhile alternative to complement different ways of
studying and understanding social justice. Similar to other media, the historical context of issues addressed in
the songs you choose can be of particular importance as well. Teaching Suggestions One of the keys to a
transformative and meaningful classroom lesson is adequate preparation by the instructor. Although it may be
much easier to play a song simply as something fun and different, taking the time to choose one that is
relevant to a particular topic and planning a brief lesson around it will be much more effective for your
students. The following suggestions are meant to be practical and easily accomplished so that your class will
get the most out of your efforts to foster greater understanding of social justice. How to Select Songs When
selecting a song to play for your students, one of the first considerations should be whether or not it relates to
the topic s you already plan to address in class. In addition to the inherent value of any particular song, its
worth as a learning tool will be amplified when used in conjunction with other classroom assignments,
discussions, etc. There is a surprisingly wide variety of songs which span many musical genres and address
various social issues. Additionally, you are not limited to any specific era. These songs span many decades
and artists. In short, ideas around social justice are plentiful. You simply have to select those that are best for
your course. When used often, playing many different songs increases the likelihood of appealing to diverse
musical tastes and therefore connecting with a larger number of students. Printing Lyrics An important aspect
of using songs in your classroom is allowing students an opportunity to read, think about, and discuss the
lyrics. Levy and Byrd printed the lyrics for songs used in their courses and distributed copies to students
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before playing any music see a sample in Appendix B. Doing this provides students with an opportunity to
read what the songwriter is attempting to communicate and reinforces those ideas when music is added. This
can be especially beneficial if specific words are more difficult to understand while being sung. Lyrics address
a wide range of justice-oriented subjects such as peace, affirming diversity, and alleviating poverty. With such
a large collection of songs that address important topics, it is usually easy to find one pertaining to your lesson
for the day. Instructors should consider any copyright issues when distributing lyrics. Having said this, we find
that devoting the last 10 or 15 minutes of class to a song generally works well and provides an enjoyable way
to end the day. More importantly, our students also seem to agree. Since listening to songs is not often
incorporated into non-music based courses, students see this as a fun way to learn and usually leave class with
a sense of happiness. A discussion relating the song to the content covered during that class period can be
planned either before or after the song has been played. Sometimes dimming the lights in a classroom also
helps students focus on the song rather than their surroundings. If you prefer, projecting the lyrics, pictures of
the artist s , videos of the artist s performing the song, or computer-generated visualizations at the front of
your classroom can provide an additional component to the music. Classroom equipment As with any
classroom technology, it is always wise to check your equipment well in advance of using it in class. Even
though most computers can easily handle playing a CD, sometimes they are unwilling to cooperate at the very
moment you need them most. So, make sure you can successfully access your song s before class. If you
choose to burn your own CD, be certain that the classroom computer will recognize it. We find that
well-facilitated group discussions are especially beneficial in exposing students to diverse perspectives in a
relatively small amount of time. The relative success of a group discussion depends both on thoughtful
prompting by the facilitator and meaningful contributions from the participants. In order to achieve this type
of exchange, be sure to have a few good questions in mind that should elicit thoughtful responses see
Appendix B. Conclusion Numerous musical genres provide classroom instructors with an extensive collection
of songs focused on conceptions of social justice. Incorporating these songs into your lessons can serve as an
enjoyable learning experience for your students. Given the importance of all that is associated with the topic of
social justice, finding ways to better reach our students should continue being a top priority of all educators.
Copyright by The Trustees of Indiana University.
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This will open the SongSelect Import window. The first time you open this window, you will be shown a list
of accounts with the caption Select Account.. If the list of accounts is empty, click Select Another Account,
then follow the instructions for connecting to a SongSelect account. Select the account you wish to use. This
account will be automatically selected for you next time you go to import a song these last two steps will be
skipped. This will take you to the search page. Enter the text of the song you wish to search for, then press
Enter. All matching songs will be listed below. Check the box next to the song entry you wish to import. You
can select more than one song if necessary. Simply clicking on the song will provide to you a preview of the
song lyrics. This will import the song s you have selected. If the import was successful, you will be given
options to display, edit, or add the song to a program. How to import a song from a SongSelect download file:
From a machine connected to the Internet 1. Login to SongSelect and find the song you want to import. Go to
the lyrics tab. Use that button to download the file. Save the file to a thumb drive, or other removable media.
On the machine that is not connected to the Internet: Ensure the Songs panel is open. Click Select Source
Files. This will open a file selection window. Select the file s you want to import, then click Open. The file s
will now be shown in the list box. Click Import to import the files.
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American Folk Song c. Instead of daring to select a definitive version from the various regional variations of
the modern camp song, this page attempts to trace this particular Titanic song back as close as possible to its
origins. The earliest version I was able to find is given below. There are a variety of distinctly different Titanic
folk songs that are not discussed here, but are mentioned in the references given at the bottom. Folk songs
about the Titanic disaster seemed to appear almost immediately after it occured. Within a decade, information
on these songs began to appear in the literature. Perkins notes that: The following Sunday I saw on a train a
blind preacher selling a ballad he had composed on the disaster. The song is listed as having been heard in or
as "Sung by Negro on streets of Hackleburg in Northwest Ala. A second early version is found in the Frank C.
Brown Collection Newman, Belden, and Hudson, Both can be found on King, et. When that ship left England
it was making for the shore, The rich had declared that they would not ride with the poor, So they put the poor
below, They were the first to go. While Paul was sailing his men around, God told him that not a man should
drown; If you trust and obey, I will save you all to-day. You know it must have been awful with those people
on the sea, They say that they were singing, "Nearer My God to Thee. The North Carolina version D has a
similar chorus to the above Alabama version: Oh it was sad when that great ship went down. Their were
husbands and their wives, Little children lost their lives. It was sad when that great ship went down. Beyond
this, there a several slight differences in wording, but the primary differences between these two sets of lyrics
and the two recordings are the order in which the verses occur:
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Share on Facebook Many churches have embraced multimedia, including PowerPoint, in their worship
services. PowerPoint presentations often include song lyrics projected on an overhead screen. The
congregation can sing along by following the lyrics on the screen with or without the use of songbooks.
Readability of the slides and careful transition between each slide is important. Step Start up your computer
and launch PowerPoint to create a new document. Step Select the box that says "Click to add title," then hit
the "Delete" key. Repeat this action to delete the "Click to add subtitle" box. Step Right-click on the slide to
select "Format Background" and select a color. Select a very dark background, such as blue or black, for
readability. Step Select "Insert" from the menu bar and scroll down to "Text Box. Type the title of the song in
this box. Select "Format" from the menu bar to open the "Format Text" box. Video of the Day Step Choose a
large, sans serif font, such as Arial. Select the "Font style" button and choose "Bold. Step Select "Insert" from
the menu bar, and scroll down to select another "Text Box. Choose a large sans serif font, such as Arial. Select
the "Font style" button and choose "Regular. Step Type in the first verse to the song. Ensure that the text box
contains less than 4 lines for best fit and readability. Break the lines at natural pauses in your song. Step Copy
and paste this slide to create another slide in the document. Step Remove the title at the top of the second
slide. Type in the second verse for the song and the third, if necessary, until you come to the chorus. Step
Create the chorus slide by typing "Chorus" at the top of the slide and then typing in the lyrics of the chorus.
Step Add additional slides for verses and repeat with the "Chorus" slide as needed.
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If your church has a CCLI SongSelect account, you can import song lyrics from that account directly into SongShow
Plus. To do this, your machine will need to have an Internet connection. If your machine does not have an Internet
connection, you can import songs from SongSelect download file.

Chapter 8 : Choose - Why Don't We - Song Lyrics
ProPresenter and SongSelect integration allows you to quickly find the song you need, preview the lyrics, and import
lyric sheets directly in ProPresenter (version 5+). Learn More Elvanto is an online church database, worship planning
and rostering software.
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SongSelect is the definitive source for discovering lyrics, transposable sheet music, and audio previews from more than
, songs of worship.
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